FOR OFFICE OF MAYOR

MAHMOUD A. SHIRAZI

Occupation: Small Business Owner

Education and Qualifications: Dream come true, I am proud and honored to join in challenges like the smart train, roads and traffic, business vacancy, immigration, housing, homelessness, underprivileged children, community police/night patrol, fixed income populations, sexual harassment, pandemic covid-19 hot-spots, San Quentin State Prison, renewable energy, zero waste and emission, local banking and more are easy to see. I want to keep the quality/core values of life we share.

I have an ambitious agenda sponsoring number of programs to reduce traffic congestion in intersections, homelessness, pandemic covid-19, waste and emission to ensure a net safety for all.

Increase access to high-tech education, smart train and bicycle ridership, entrepreneur participation development, community housing and public safety. I protect air quality, peace and quiet of San Rafael and I want to relocate San Quentin State Prison out, so the site gets public access for recreation like “dog park”. Revitalization of downtown and promotion of night life activity Improves the visual aspects and opportunities for generation x and millennials to benefit from.

San Rafael has been a home for the past 42 years where I have been involved in establishing various businesses and interacting with beautiful people. Time to give back, with your support of yes, its dream come true. 

www.mahmoudashiraziformayor.com